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ABSTRACT
The STEM field is constantly evolving where graduate
schools, medical schools, and the science job market are
becoming more competitive. It is important for the
students of Salem State University (SSU) that their
curriculum is consistently being adapted to fit these new
needs. A large percentage of the SSU biology community
aims to enter the medical field, biotechnology field, or go
on to pursue post graduate education. These are paths
that require students to have an advanced level of
knowledge pertaining to genetics and this is an area
Salem State is starting to fall behind in compared to
options offered at various local universities. We currently
only offer two introductory genetics courses, this
requires students to learn everything they will need to
know about genetics for their future careers in one
semester. If we were to offer an advance genetics
course students would graduate with advance
knowledge in this field and have a better chance getting
into post graduate schools or landing job opportunities.
Using the feedback of students in the SSU science
community we have found a way to both fill this new
need and satisfy their interest and concerns via a new
Advanced Genetics of Disease course.

RESULTS

▪ The results showed Salem State was significantly
behind other schools in terms of genetic course
options. The results also showed this needs to be
changed due to the large amount of SSU students that
plan on going to graduate school, medical school, or
into the health field.

Table 1. Genetics Courses Offered at Other Local Universities. This
table is a comparison of current genetics courses offered at SSU and
the genetics courses offered at other local Universities throughout
Massachusetts.

• All of these fields require students to enter them with
a solid grasp of the concepts learned from multiple
genetics courses and the fields are only getting more
and more competitive.
Figure 2. Fields Current SSU Students Intend to Enter. Out of all the Biology
classes surveyed this is how many current SSU students said they would be
going into each field

• A course discussing genetic disease will reinforce
learning on important core biology topics whilst also
offering students a new more complex grasp on
human genetics, another upper level biology elective
when applying to higher education, and another
option when trying to fill degree requirements.
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• The best way to fill this need and give SSU students an
advantage based on student opinion / interest is via a
course that focuses on Genetic Disease.
• Students request for a laboratory shows the interest in
learning hands on new genetic techniques.
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▪ To research what other universities are offering as
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and graduate/medical schools are requiring now
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Figure 1. SSU Science Alumni Fields of Interest. This chart shows what
fields SSU STEM Alumni members are part of or currently looking for a
job in. This data was collected from the University’s 14,783 science
alumni registered on LinkedIn

▪ SSU has significantly less genetics courses to offer
compared to other local universities (Table 1), despite
having a very large amount of students who enter, or
plan to enter, the medical field, biology research, or
other biotechnology careers (Fig 1 and 2).
▪ From the students we surveyed (from different courses
ranging from intro biology to anatomy) it was clear the
majority of students were most interested in taking a
course relating to the genetics of disease (Fig 3).
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Figure 4. Should Advanced Genetics Have a Lab? Representation of how many
students felt an advanced genetics course should or should not have a lab.

▪ The majority of students (59.7%) want an advanced
genetics course to have a lab (Fig 4). In the survey
“additional comments” section students expressed the
interest in having a genetics lab to further solidify learning.
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